
 

 

DEALING WITH TROUBLED COMPANIES 
Does Purchasing Assets Avoid Seller Liabilities? 

A common strategy for acquiring the business of a troubled company is to purchase assets rather than acquire 
all outstanding capital stock of the target, based on the general principle that a purchaser of assets is not responsible 
for liabilities of its seller absent an express or implied assumption.  Does the strategy work?  Depending on the 
liability and circumstances, the answers are "No" and "Maybe," and sometimes a qualified "Yes."  In troubled 
economic times, buyers may reconsider whether they are willing to rely upon indemnity by the seller or its owners, 
particularly since doctrines of public policy may render such an indemnity unenforceable in certain situations. 

 State and Local Taxes.  At least 25 of the 50 states impose successor liability on a purchaser of assets with 
respect to unpaid taxes of the seller, unless the purchaser either (i) withholds the taxes from the purchase 
price or (ii) obtains a clearance certificate from the government.  Usually, but not always, the transaction 
must involve substantially all the assets of the business or a termination of business by the seller. 

 Bulks Sales Act.  Failure to comply with a state bulk sales act, if applicable, generally results in liability for 
the purchaser to creditors of the seller. 

 Certain Product Liabilities.  A buyer may inherit seller product liabilities pursuant to judicial doctrine. 

 Collective Bargaining Agreements.  A purchaser of assets may be required to recognize and bargain with a 
union that represented the seller's employees 

 Certain Underfunded Pensions.  If the seller participates in an underfunded multiemployer union pension 
plan, a sale of its assets results in immediate withdrawal liability.  Some courts hold a buyer liable for a 
seller's delinquent contributions and withdrawal liability despite disclaimer in the asset purchase agreement. 

 Environmental Liabilities.  A buyer may be liable for seller liabilities under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 or other environmental laws. 

 Regulated Industries.  If the seller engages in a business subject to special governmental regulation, then 
additional issues arise concerning potential exposure of an asset purchaser to seller liabilities.  

 De Facto Merger or "Mere Continuation" of Seller.   Pursuant to common law developed by the courts, a 
seller and buyer may be considered to have undergone a "de facto merger" or the buyer may be considered 
a "mere continuation" of the seller, with the result that the buyer is liable to creditors of the target. 

 Fraudulent Transfers.  Obviously an actually fraudulent sale can create successor liability.  However, both 
state and federal law may treat a transfer as "fraudulent" -- and thereby expose the buyer to liabilities of its 
seller �in various circumstances, most commonly where the seller is insolvent before or after the transfer. 

Sheppard Mullin lawyers have decades of extensive experience representing sellers, buyers, creditors and other 
parties with respect to purchase, loan, licensing and other transactions with troubled companies or businesses that 
later suffer financial reversal.  Please speak with your Sheppard Mullin contact or feel free to call any of our lawyers 
for help.  A listing of our practice group leaders and office administrative partners appears on the following page. 
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Please feel free to contact any of the following practice group leaders or office administrative 
partners concerning the information in the foregoing flyer. 

Name Practice Group Telephone 

Gary Halling Antitrust (415) 774-3234 
Robert Beall Business Trials (714) 424-2844 
Randal Short Corporate & Securities (415) 774-2942 
Robert Darwell Entertainment & Media (310) 228-3740 
Randy Visser Environmental (213) 617-4144 
Martin Smith ERISA (213) 617-5490 
Alan Martin Finance & Bankruptcy (714) 424-2831 
Scott Roybal Government Contracts (213) 617-4226 
Carlo Van den Bosch Intellectual Property (714) 424-8215 
Amar Thakur Intellectual Property (858) 720-8963 
Kelly Hensley Labor & Employment (213) 617-5441 
Greg Labate Labor & Employment (714) 424-2823 
Domenic Drago Real Property/Land Use (858) 720-8989 
John Bonn Tax (212) 332-3873 

 

Name Office Telephone 

David Garcia Century City (310) 228-3747 
Richard Kintz Del Mar Heights (858) 720-8919 
Paul Malingagio Los Angeles (213) 617-4185 
Ted Max New York (212) 332-3602 
Finley Taylor Orange County (714) 424-8210 
Jeffrey Dinkin Santa Barbara (805) 879-1828 
Dana Dunwoody San Diego (619) 338-6621 
Betsy McDaniel San Francisco (415) 774-2946 
David Huebner Shanghai (213) 620-1780 
Marc Sockol Silicon Valley (650) 815-2602 
Ed Schiff Washington, D.C. (202) 218-0001 

Pursuant to applicable Treasury Regulations, we notify you that the foregoing information does 
not constitute legal or tax advice, cannot be used for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties 
that may be imposed on any person, and may not be used or referred to in promoting, marketing 
or recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement to any person.  
No limitation is hereby imposed on disclosure of tax treatment or structure of any transaction. 
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